The Middle of Everything

When she was three months old, Michelle Hermans daughter, Grace, went on a hunger strike.
At six, she suffered what can only be described, in the old-fashioned way, as a breakdown.
And at the ripe old age of eight, she began a study of the nature of true romance. Motherhood
may come naturally, but it doesnt necessarily come easilyâ€”certainly not as easily as it
seemed to this mother when she vowed to do a better job than her own mother had. But the
real trouble started when Herman decided that â€œbetterâ€• wasnt good enough: she would be
the perfect mother. A memoir from the front lines of motherhood by a longtime writer of
fiction, The Middle of Everything weaves a daughters memories of her Brooklyn childhood in
the 1950s and 1960s, and the shadow cast on it by her own young mothers paralyzing
depression, with a middle-aged womans account of trying to break her mothers mold by
meeting her own childs every need. A story of love of all kinds, of work and friendship
(especially best-friendship, its rewards and perils both), of the charms of other peoples
families, of the miseries and pleasures of aging, and of the twists of the ties that bind each
generation to the next, Michelle Hermans book is an energetic, exhaustive, lacerating,
unflinching, and often hilarious inside look at the very nature of motherhood.â€œHonest,
brave, and humbling, Michelle Hermanâ€™s account of striving to become the mother her
child needsâ€¦is the story of every woman dedicated to sparing her child the pain of her own
youth. We want to believe that love doesnâ€™t make mistakes, but Michelle Herman knows
the truth: like water, love assumes the shape of the vessel, always imperfect, that holds
it.â€•â€”Kathryn Harrison, author of The Kiss and The Mother KnotThe Middle of Everything
is honest and ugly and funny and beautiful in places where one would not even hope for
bearable. Fine writing and the sure, gifted voice of the storyteller prevail, even as this family
does. â€”Amy Bloom, author of Away and A Blind Man Can See How Much I Love You
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Located feet from Acropolis Museum in Athens, this air-conditioned apartment features a
balcony.
The Middle of Everything: Memoirs of Motherhood. Middle of Everything. Nonfiction
Originally published in , a paperback edition is now available!. Oct 30, - Entire home/apt for $
Premium apartment in a quiet and good location. It takes only about mins to walk to the
central; all the best. We're two friends in the middle of the country, the middle of parenthood,
and, usually, in the middle of other people's business! In , we started a podcast.
We dive into the Christmas season in this episode, starting with a controversial Eggnog
conversation then talk about both our households â€œno Christmas til after. Mistakes were
made: that's the gist of The Middle of Everything, Michelle Herman's â€œmemoirs of
motherhood.â€• Herman, a novelist and writing. Cow town. Flyover country. Some say the
middle of nowhere. But for us, this is home. An Australian transplant embraces New York
City â€” noise, crowded sidewalks and all.
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